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SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL, October 29, 2015 

 
Our approach was to build community while talking about community and to live the spirit of 
inclusion and openness, by discussing and connecting outside of the working group and 
encouraging spin off projects.  
 
1. Virtual Home. A space for community to happen 

Decision: Build a virtual home for the purposes of connection and information sharing, with the 
overall intention to create space and capacity for community to build community, as a space where 
the self-organization of the community is encouraged and welcome. This is supports and builds 
on the SGWG’s proposal which also details a virtual home. 
Key activities: Form a group that designs the virtual home and collaborates with IT specialists 
who implement it. Since this is a key decision of several different working groups, prioritize 
strategies for funding it. The longer version contains a number of specific design ideas. 
 
2. A Living Guidebook for NVC Communities 

Decision: Create and offer a living repository of suggestions, stories, tools, and practices, for 
NVC communities, groups, and weaves, as part of the virtual home. 
Key activities: Create a (short) document on guidelines to building NVC communities and create 
the possibility for people to add to this by sharing what works for them. The longer version of this 
proposal contains an outline: (1) Community Building I: Sharing values, interests, passions to 
build resonance, warmth, energy, (2) Community Building II: Supporting belonging and equal 
mattering (3) Community Building III: Building trust, safety through agreements (4) Community 
Living / Thriving, and (5) Community Repair (through/after conflict or harm) 
 
3. NVC Empowerment Forum line 

Decision: Keep the NVC Empowerment Forum (NEF) line open. 
Key Activities: Establish clear responsibilities for maintaining, funding and technically supporting 
the NEF line, and give formal recognition of and support to people, groups and strategies that 
encourage people to use the line in self-organizing ways. 
 
4. The Weavers 

Decision: Support an international group of Community Weavers to steward the community.  
Key Activities: Give formal recognition to the Community Weavers, to support their work 
especially in the transition phase, and connect with them for information exchange and support. 
Background: The Community Weavers would be a group of volunteer “contributors” in one or 
more distinct groups or “weaves” with the specific purpose to steward the qualities and 
experiences of community by inviting, greeting, hosting events, and storytelling. We believe that 
what happens in the virtual home will depend very much on those who first start using it, shaping 
it, “walking” in it. The work of the Community WG is a seed for a Community Weaver’s group to 
grow from. 


